Please email Mystee Eagleson (eaglesom@pfw.edu) to request a copy of one or two of these successful proposals for review.

2018 Summer Grants Available for Review

Balouchestani-Asli, Mohammadreza, **Computer, Electrical, and Information Technology**: New Channel Model for Real-Time Monitoring and Detection of "Heart Attack" Using Wearable and Wireless ECG Sensors

Green, Seth, **Fine Arts**: Developing Stunning, Stable and Reliable Pottery Glazes

Hile, Rachel, **English and Linguistics**: Allegory: A Cognitive Theory

Kopec, Andrew, **English and Linguistics**: Panic, American Romanticism, and the Business Cycle

2017 Summer Grants Available for Review

Balouchestani-Asli, Mohammadreza, **Computer, Electrical, and Information Technology**: New IEEE Protocol for Ultra-Low-Power Wearable Wireless ECG Sensors

Kearl, Michelle, **Communication**: Of dreams, moutaintops, and marching feet: The Civil Rights Movement as rhetorical archetype

Livschiz, Ann, **History**: Holocaust in Belorussia: Remembering the "Site of Forgetting"

Montenegro, Andres, **Visual Communication and Design**: Determining the effective usability of an Augmented Reality 3D prototype app oriented for training and educational tasks, based on user's responsiveness, to be applied in four companies in the Fort Wayne area, related with medical, dental, manufacture, and public services

Perkins Coppola, Matthew, **Educational Studies**: Integration of the Engineering Design Process into the K-5 Classroom through the Engineering Mini-Units: Preparation of Preservice Elementary Teachers

Roste, Vaughn, **Music**: The Seven Last Words by Eugene Gautier - An IPFW World Premiere
2016 Summer Grants Available for Review

Aitalieva, Nurgul, **Public Policy**: Trust and Public Support for Government Spending: A Cross-National Examination

Casazza, Jeffrey, **Theatre**: The Integrated Actor: Reconnecting the Voice, Mind and Body

Nachappa, Punya, **Biology**: Factors Determining Vector Competence in Three Thrips Species Ability to Transmit Soybean Vein Necrosis Virus

Nalam, Vamsi, **Biology**: Evaluation of Soybean Transgenics Expressing a Host Defense Regulatory Gene, PHYTOALEXIN DEFICIENT4 (PAD4) For Enhancing Resistance to Soybean Aphid

Schwab, Abe, **Philosophy**: Rethinking Conflicts of Interest

Whalen, Lachlan, **English and Linguistics**: Ireland Unfree: Contemporary Irish Republican Prison Writing